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Learn How To Program And
Troubleshoot Ladder Logic

Automation is at the heart of modern industry. It is predominant in distribution, processing,
manufacturing, and assembly. Behind the robots and machinery lies the Programmable Logic
Controller or PLC for short. Open any modern control panel and you will find the programmable
logic controller has replaced an array of relays, timers and other antiquated devices.The modern
PLC dominates the world of industrial automation and Ladder Logic is the de-facto programming
language in this obscure land of bits and bytes.This book explores ladder logic related to the
RSLogix 5000 platform. Tasks, Programs, Routines, Instructions and Tags are covered, but not in a
conventional way. This book takes you through an entire project creation cycle while teaching you
the basics. Do you want to create a project using ladder logic, but don't know where to start? This
book was written for people who are looking for a better understanding of how to write and
troubleshoot ladder logic. In order to understand how the logic works you need to understand some
basic components of the language like variables and instructions and how they relate to one
another.Upon completion of this book you should be able to open any ladder logic project and
quickly discern how many tasks and programs are in it. You should also be able to drill down
through the controller organizer and find out how many routines are in a program and what each
routines purpose is. You should also be able to identify global tags and program tags as well as
know the difference. Knowing the difference between the two allows you to effectively read and
write the logic.When it comes to reading Boolean logic you will have it nailed. You will be able to
identify AND, NAND, OR & NOR logic and create similar logic. Put simply, you will have the basics
down. You will be able to identify and create Alias tags, Arrays, IO modules and more.
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I would say it provides the logic, but doesn't teach you how to program PLC's. If you ave familiar
with programming languages like C++, VB, VBA, etc... then you will not learn much. If you don't,
then I would recommend taking a couple programming classes.

This is very well written and easy to understand. Anybody wanting to understand ladder logic needs
to get this book.

This is a great book if you are just starting out with ladder logic. Teaches you the basics, easy to
understand .

A good book to get into PLC programming. I was struggled with how to read an existing program
from a vendor. With the good introductory principles, I can start to figure out the logic.

Just basic about ladder diagram programing which you can find for free on Internet and Rockwell
site

Helped me get a basic understanding real quick. Reads real easy.

One of the better sources of info.

Just starting a new job that deals a lot with ladder logic. Very helpful book. I also downloaded a
program that will allow me to practice what I learned. Thanks for sharing your knowledge.
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